
General comments We thank the reviewers for their insightful feedback. First we would like to apologize for, and1

correct an inaccuracy in our inference speed experiments in the submitted draft. A hardware default on our end caused2

abnormally slow inference for some experiments. We have rerun the speed comparison in a more robust setup (63

averaged runs across 2 different machines with GTX 1080 Ti GPUs). The updated results are as follows:4

Batch size 1 4 16 64
Original 17.0± 0.3 67.3± 1.3 114.0± 3.6 124.7± 2.9

Pruned (50%) 17.3± 0.6 69.1± 1.3 134.0± 3.6 146.6± 3.4
(+1.9%) (+2.7%) (+17.5%) (+17.5%)

Table 1: Average inference speed of BERT on the MNLI-matched validation
set in examples per second (± standard deviation). The speedup relative to the
original model is indicated in parentheses.

Reviewer 1 We understand the reviewer’s5

main concern to be the impact of our results6

given that the experiments in section 3.3 are7

performed with an oracle pruning approach,8

and that systematic pruning allows to prune9

only from 20%/40% of heads.10

Oracle pruning in section 3.3 As we un-11

derstand it, the reviewer’s issue with the sections is that the best “only one head” scores for each layer in tables 2/3 are12

both chosen and reported on the same dataset. While we realize this may be subjective, even in this “oracle” setting13

we were surprised by the fact that some layers only need a single head (and others to whom we have conveyed the14

results expressed similar opinions). Nevertheless, based on this comment we additionally performed experiments to15

choose the best “single layer” on a validation set (newstest2013/MNLI train subset) and report the scores on a test set16

(newstest2014/MNLI dev set). In particular for newstest2013/14 we find that for more than half of the layers, we can17

pick a head on the dev set such that keeping only this head results in a change of BLEU score that is not significant18

on the test set. We also notice similar patterns as Table 2 in the paper, e.g. this phenomenon is much more present in19

Dec-Dec attention, whereas Enc-Dec attention suffers much more from keeping only one head (-18.89 BLEU for the20

last layer). The detailed table will be included in the final version of the paper, and we will clarify and contextualize the21

“only one head is sufficient” claim in the abstract, introduction and conclusion.22

Impact We see two issues here. First, the reviewer suggested the total percentage that can be pruned without23

decreasing performance is too low (20/40%) to be of general interest. Regarding this, since submission we have24

performed experiments on additional GLUE tasks (SST-2, MRPC, CoLA), and noticed that up to 60% of the heads25

could be pruned (in SST-2, see fig. 2). Second, the reviewer commented that this paper is unlikely to interest26

“major players”. In counterpoint, we would like to note that the proposed method has already been independently27

re-implemented (by a third-party) in a popular open source library with over 10,000 stars on github (for anonymity28

purposes, we will not specifically cite it here).29
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Clarity of figure 5 We propose to clarify the phenomenon by supplementing Figure30

5. with the plot on the right, showcasing the relationship between percentage pruned31

and percentage BLEU lost for the first two epochs and at the end of training (epochs32

35 and 40). We will add this to the revised paper.33

Sum vs. concatenation notation for MHA in eq. (1) We apologize for any confu-34

sion caused here. This notation is equivalent to the concatenation formulation since35

concatenating then multiplying by a d × d matrix is equivalent to multiplying by h36

d×(d/h) matrices. We used this formulation to ease exposition of the masking variables,37

but will clarify this in the revision. Thank you for noting that this was unclear.38

Reviewer 2 As we understand, the reviewer’s main issue with the paper is the number of models/datasets tested, and39

the overall significance of the results.40
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Number of models/datasets We had already performed additional experiments that,41

for reasons of space, have been left out from the submitted version. Specifically, we42

have performed experiments on 3 additional GLUE tasks (SST-2, MRPC and CoLA)43

and on IWSLT de-en, obtaining similar results as MNLI and WMT (see eg. SST-2 in44

Fig. 2), which we intend to include in the final version.45

Significance We respectfully disagree with the reviewer that our contribution lacks46

generality. As pointed out in the paper, multi-head attention based models are ubiquitous in state-of-the-art NLP (MT,47

BERT, XLNet...) and other domains (e.g. “A Time-restricted Self-attention Layer for ASR” for speech). The two types48

of models we have experimented are among the most widely used versions (BERT and Transformer-based MT).49

Reviewer 3 The main concern seems to be the pruning method. We agree that previously proposed pruning methods50

may yield different advantages, but stress that the main point of the paper is elucidating the fact that particular attention51

heads can be completely removed from the model without serious negative effects. Also in contrast to many previous52

approaches, removing full attention heads at inference time is both efficient and simple, which we view as a strong53

point of the proposed approach.54


